Sparkler
Designed by Wendy Sheppard
Featuring Whistler Studios’ Feedsack Collection
Size: 45” x 58.5”

PLEASE NOTE: QUILT IMAGE SHOWN IS A DIGITAL REPRESENTATION, FABRIC LOOK MAY VARY ON YOUR PROJECT. VISIT OUR FREE PROJECT SECTION ONLINE FOR ANY PATTERN UPDATES BEFORE STARTING QUILT PROJECT.
Supplies

Note: Yardages calculated to fit Fat Quarters, however cutting will be tight. Upgrading yardages by 1/8 y each where noted by an asterisk (*) may be recommended for beginning quilters prone to cutting errors.

1. 2 3/8 y: white solid (31835S-White)
2. 1/4 y: green daisies (41874-5 Green) *
3. 1/4 y: blue daisies (41874-2 Blue) *
4. 1/4 y: powder blue toss floral (41869-2 Blue) *
5. 1/4 y: blue pink floral (41873-2 Blue) *
6. 1/4 y: red allover floral (41870-1 Red) *
7. 1/4 y: orange/brown floral (41873-3 Yellow) *
8. 1/4 y: blue tonal floral (41871-2 Blue) *
9. 1/8 y: purple large floral (41872-4 Lilac) *
10. 1/8 y: yellow toss floral (41869-3 Yellow) *
11. 1/4 y: red toss floral (41869-1 Red) *
12. 1/4 y: purple daisies (41874-4 Lilac) *
13. 1/4 y: yellow allover floral (41870-3 yellow) *
14. 1/8 y: red large floral (41872-1 Red) *
15. 1/8 y: purple allover floral (41870-4 Lilac) *

Binding: 1/2 y red allover floral (41870-1 Red), cut into 2 1/4" bias strips. Piece strips to make a continuous binding strip.

51" x 65" piece of backing fabric (3 3/4 y)
51" x 65" piece of batting

Basic sewing supplies
Cutting Instructions:

1. From 31835S-White, cut for:
   Pieced Blocks -
   Widthwise, 11 (2" x 42"). Subcut 144 (2" x 2") squares and 48 (2" x 3 1/2") rectangles.
   Widthwise, 12 (2 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 192 (2 1/2" x 2 1/2") squares. Cut 96 squares diagonally once to yield 192 small HST triangles.
   Sashing rectangles -
   Widthwise, 6 (1 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 17 (1 1/2" x 12 1/2") rectangles.
   Outer Border -
   Widthwise, 5 (3 1/2" x 42"). Piece strips and subcut 2 (3 1/2" x 45 1/2") and 2 (3 1/2" x 53") strips.

2. From 41874-5 Green and 41874-2 Blue, cut from each fabric for:
   Pieced Blocks -
   Widthwise, 1 (2" x 42"). Subcut 16 (2" x 2") squares.
   Widthwise, 1 (2 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 8 (2 1/2" x 2 1/2") squares.
   Widthwise, 1 (3 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 2 (3 1/2" x 3 1/2") squares.

3. From 41869-2 Blue, cut for:
   Pieced Blocks -
   Widthwise, 1 (3 7/8" x 42"). Subcut 8 (3 7/8" x 3 7/8") squares. Cut squares diagonally once to yield 8 large HST triangles.
   Sashing squares -
   Widthwise, 1 (2" x 42"). Subcut 6 (2" x 2") squares.

4. From 41873-2 Blue, cut for:
   Pieced Blocks -
   Widthwise, 1 (2 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 16 (2 1/2" x 2 1/2") squares.
   Widthwise, 1 (3 7/8" x 42"). Subcut 4 (3 7/8" x 3 7/8") squares. Subcut squares diagonally once to yield 8 HST triangles.

5. From 41870-1 Red, cut for:
   Pieced Blocks -
   Widthwise, 1 (2 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 8 (2 1/2" x 2 1/2") squares.
   Widthwise, 1 (3 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 2 (3 1/2" x 3 1/2") and 16 (2" x 2") squares.

6. From 41873-3 Yellow, cut for:
   Pieced Blocks - widthwise, 1 (3 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 2 (3 1/2" x 3 1/2") and 16 (2" x 2") squares.
   Widthwise, 1 (3 7/8" x 42"). Subcut 4 (3 7/8" x 3 7/8") squares. Cut squares diagonally once to yield 8 large HST triangles.
7. From 41871-2 Blue, cut for
Pieced Blocks -
Widthwise, 1 (2 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 16 (2 1/2" x 2 1/2") squares.

8. From 41872-4 Lilac, cut for:
Pieced Blocks -
Widthwise, 1 (3 7/8" x 42"). Subcut 4 (3 7/8" x 3 7/8") squares. Cut squares diagonally once to yield 8 large HST triangles.

9. From 41869-3 Yellow, cut for:
Pieced Blocks -
Widthwise, 1 (3 7/8" x 42"). Subcut 8 (3 7/8" x 3 7/8") squares. Cut squares diagonally once to yield 16 large HST triangles.

10. From 41869-1 Red, cut for:
Pieced Blocks -
Widthwise, 1 (3 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 1 (3 1/2" x 3 1/2") and 8 (2" x 2") squares.
Widthwise, 1 (2 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 16 (2 1/2" x 2 1/2") squares.

11. From 41874-4 Lilac, cut for:
Pieced Blocks -
Widthwise, 1 (3 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 1 (3 1/2" x 3 1/2") and 8 (2" x 2") squares.
Widthwise, 1 (3 7/8" x 42"). Subcut 4 (3 7/8" x 3 7/8") squares. Cut squares diagonally once to yield 8 large HST triangles.

12. From 41870-3 yellow, cut for:
Pieced Blocks -
Widthwise, 1 (2 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 16 (2 1/2" x 2 1/2") squares.
Widthwise, 1 (3 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 2 (3 1/2" x 3 1/2") and 16 (2" x 2") squares.

13. From 41872-1 Red, cut for:
Pieced Blocks -
Widthwise, 1 (3 7/8" x 42"). Subcut 8 (3 7/8" x 3 7/8") squares. Cut squares diagonally once to yield 16 large HST triangles.

14. From 41870-4 Lilac, cut for:
Pieced Blocks -
Widthwise, 1 (2 1/2" x 42"). Subcut 16 (2 1/2" x 2 1/2") squares.
Constructing Pieced Blocks (using top left block as example):

1. Flying geese unit. Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of 1 (2" x 2") 41874-5 Green square. Place square, right sides together, on 1 (2" x 3 1/2") 31835S-White rectangle. Sew on drawn line. Trim 1/4" away from sewn line. Open and press to reveal 41874-5 Green corner triangle. Repeat with another (2" x 2") 41874-5 Green square at the other corner of the same (2" x 3 1/2") 31835S-White rectangle to complete 1 flying geese unit.

![Flying geese unit](image)

Repeat to make a total of 4 flying geese units.

2. Block Center. Sew 2 flying geese units to the opposite sides of 1 (3 1/2" x 3 1/2") 41874-5 Green square.

![Block Center](image)

Sew 2 (2" x 2") 31835S-White squares to the opposite short sides of 1 flying geese unit to make a row. Repeat to make 2 rows, and sew rows to the remaining opposite sides of (3 1/2" x 3 1/2") 41874-5 Green square to complete block center.

![Block Center](image)

3. HST units. Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of 1 (2 1/2" x 2 1/2") 41870-1 Red square. Place square, right sides together, on 1 (2 1/2" x 2 1/2") 31835S-White square. Sew 1/4" away from, and on both sides of drawn line. Cut along drawn line to yield 2 HST units. Open and press. Align diagonal seam along diagonal line of ruler to trim HST units, measuring 1 1/2" x 1 1/2") raw edge to raw edge.

![HST unit](image)

Repeat to make a total of 16 HST units.
Sew 2 HST units and 2 squares into a four-patch unit.

Repeat to make 4 four-patch units.

4. Side units. Arrange and sew together 1 41870-3 yellow large HST triangle, 2 31835S-White small HST triangles and 1 HST unit (constructed in step 3), as shown.

Repeat to make a mirror-imaged unit.

Sew both units together to make a side unit.

Repeat to make a total of 4 side units.

5. Sew 2 side units to the opposite sides of block center.
Sew 2 four-patch units to the opposite short sides of 1 side unit to make a row. Repeat to make 2 rows, and sew rows to the remaining opposite sides of block center to complete 1 block.

6. Repeat to make a total number of blocks in the following color ways:

2 blocks:
41874-5 Green / 41869-3 Yellow / 41869-1 Red
41874-2 Blue / 41869-2 Blue / 41873-2 Blue
41870-3 Yellow / 41872-1 Red / 41871-2 Blue

1 block:
41870-1 Red / 41874-4 Lilac / 41870-3 Yellow
41874-4 Lilac / 41873-3 Yellow / 41870-1 Red
41873-3 Yellow / 41873-2 Blue / 41874-2 Blue
41869-1 Red / 41874-5 Green / 41870-4 Lilac
41873-3 Yellow / 41874-2 Blue / 41874-5 Green
41870-1 Red / 41872-4 Lilac / 41870-3 Yellow
Quilt Top Assembly:

1. Pieced rows. Arrange and sew 3 pieced blocks and 2 (2" x 12 1/2") 31835S-White sashing rectangle to make a row.

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4
2. Pieced sashing rows. Arrange and sew together 3 (2" x 12 1/2") 31835S-White sashing rectangles and 2 (2" x 2") 41869-2 Blue squares to make a pieced sashing row.

Repeat to make 3 pieced sashing rows.

3. Quilt Center. Arrange and sew together pieced rows and pieced sashing rows.
4. Outer border. Sew 2 (3 1/2" x 53") 31835S-White strips to the opposite long sides of quilt center. Sew 2 (3 1/2" x 45 1/2") 31835S-White strips to the opposite short sides of quilt center to complete quilt top.

**Quilting Instructions:**

With the backing fabric laying taut, place batting and then quilt top to form quilt sandwich. Baste sandwich. Quilt as desired. Bind to finish quilt.